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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new approach for mapping and blending
textures on 3D geometries. The system starts from a 3D mesh which represents
a real object and improves this model with pictorial detail. Texture detail is ac-
quired via a common photographic process directly from the real object. These
images are then registered and stitched on the 3D mesh, by integrating them into
a single standard texture map. An optimal correspondence between regions of
the 3D mesh and sections of the acquired images is built. Then, a new approach
is proposed to produce a smooth join between different images that map on adja-
cent sections of the surface, based on texture blending. For each mesh face which
is on the adjacency border between different observed images, a corresponding
triangular texture patch is resampled as a weighted blend of the corresponding
adjacent images sections. The accuracy of the resampling and blending process
is improved by computing an accurate piecewise local registration of the original
images with respect to the current face vertices. Examples of the results obtained
with sample Cultural Heritage objects are presented and discussed.

1 Introduction

An accurate digital representation of both the shape and the pictorial detail of 3D ob-
jects is mandatory in many applications. An example is certainly the acquisition of 3D
objects in the Cultural Heritage field. The accuracy required is so high that standard
CAD systems do not produce accurate enough models, and in any case accurate model-
ing is very time consuming. Automatic acquisition is therefore becoming the solution to
the problem, and many different technologies have been proposed [15]. Accuracy and
resolution of the available devices are in general very good, and allow the acquisition
of highly detailed models.

One critical point is how do we acquirepictorial detailand how do we link it to the
shape description [1, 11, 12, 9, 19, 20, 18, 16, 17, 26, 13] (hereafter, we assume that
shape is represented by a standard triangle mesh encoding). The termpictorial detail
can be used to represent different concepts: from texture color observed on the object
surface, which strongly depends on the lighting conditions, to object surface reflectance
properties, computed by removing highlights and diffuse shading or even by computing
a bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF).
Texture mapping has been used in graphics as an early approximation ofimage-based
modeling. In our case, we want to acquire automatically the pictorial detail of a
complex surface, by extracting texture-maps from real world [23] and by pasting them
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on standard textured three-dimensional models. The same problem was investigated
previously1 by Soucy et al. [22].
Some problems we may find in current 3D scanning technology, with respect to detail
acquisition, are: the existence of devices with no pictorial detail acquisition capability;
possible insufficient accuracy or resolution of the pictorial detail acquired; complexity
of the integration of multiple scans process, especially if we want the final mesh to
integrate smoothly and accurately the acquired pictorial detail [9, 20, 17, 13].
In our approach, shape and pictorial detail acquisition are de-coupled. This to allow
the use, out of the many available, of the 3D scanning technology which is more ade-
quate to process the target object. In this paper we focus mainly on the acquisition and
management of pictorial detail, and in particular on how we can map and integrate on a
standard textured mesh the detail contained in a set of images taken from different view
points. Our approach can be classified as ahybrid image-based modelingone. The
construction of a panoramic image to be used inimage-based renderingshows some
similarities with the process proposed in this paper, where the seamless join of images
taken from the real world is one of the goals [24, 14, 5, 16, 21].
We propose the integration of different techniques (range scanning, image processing,
inverse texture-mapping and surface-based 3D graphics) to extract pictorial detail from
images and to past it on a standard triangle-based mesh. An optimal correspondence
between regions of the 3D mesh and sections of the acquired images is built. In particu-
lar, a new approach is proposed to produce a smooth join between different images that
maps on adjacent sections of the surface (where it is crucial to preserve discontinuity
of pictorial detail, e.g. edges or lines, and continuity of chromatic content). This is
done by applying an accurate piecewise local registration of the observed images: an
overlapping region is defined on the mesh, and a local registration is computed for each
vertex in this region. For each mesh face which is in the overlapping region, texture
blending is operated by resampling a new texture patch, obtained as a weighted blend
of the corresponding adjacent images.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the four con-
stituent phases of our approach, presented in detail in the following sections. The
vertex-to-imagebinding phase is presented in Section 3. The determination of a po-
tentially optimal decomposition of the mesh in contiguous areas that map to the same
texture image is described in Section 4. The management of texture blending on the
frontier faces is introduced in Section 5. Finally, all active texture patches are packed in
a single rectangular texture, see Section 6. Issue related to the quality of the final tex-
ture mapping obtained are briefly discussed in Section 7. An evaluation of the proposed
approach is presented in Section 8 and concluding remarks are in the last section.

2 Texture Stitching and Blending

Our approach de-couples shape and detail acquisition. We assume that the shape of
the considered object has been acquired using whichever type of scanning device. A
triangle meshM becomes one of the inputs of our detail acquisition process; it can be
either the original range-scan mesh or a partially simplified one.
The pipeline of the processing phases is as follows.

1A comparison between our approach and the one by Soucy et al. [22] is not easy, because not sufficient
detail is given in their paper regarding the technique they use to integrate different texture images on a single
mesh.
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Pictorial detail acquisition and registration
Our detail acquisition methodology requires only inexpensive hardware: a digital still
camera or a high-resolution video camera. To acquire pictorial detail we shot images
from a set of different view points. The set of viewpoints is defined such that each area
of the sample object is visible at least from one viewpoint.
Then, all the different views are registered with respect to the object shapeM. This is
a well known problem, and we adopt a classical approach [25] based on the interactive
selection of corresponding point pairs. The output of this phase is the definition, for
each set of images taken from the same view, of the associated camera calibration and
pose parameters.

Texture Stitching
In this phase all the detail images are stitched on the shape mesh and partially fused,
to generate a single textured triangle mesh. Intuitively, we built an optimal patchwork
of images subsections such that all of the object surface is covered and adjacent image
subsections join smoothly on the object surface (both in terms of color and pictorial
detail continuity). The texture patching process works on the mesh vertices, and it is
composed of four sub-phases (described in detail in the next sections):

1. vertex–to–imagebinding:
for each mesh vertexv, we detect the subset ofvalid images that contain avalid
projection of vertexv. Among all valid images, we select initially astargetimage
the one which is most orthogonal to surfaceM in v;

2. patch growing:
thevertex-to-imagerelation is iteratively refined, by visiting the vertex adjacency
graph, to obtain an optimal texture patching. We iteratively change thevertex-to-
imagelinks, among the possible valid ones, to obtain larger contiguous sections
of meshM that map to the same target image (i.e. such that all the three vertices
of each triangular face in the mesh section are linked [if possible] to the same
image, and adjacent faces are linked [if possible] to the same image);

3. patch boundary smoothing:
The previous step produces some faces that have vertices associated with different
images. We call these facesfrontier faces, i.e. faces which are on the border of
adjacency between different target image sub-sections. Particular attention is
paid to prevent the production of discontinuity in the representation of pictorial
detail. Therefore, we first apply alocal registrationto all of the vertices of the
frontier faces; second, we resample a new triangular texture patch for each of
these faces. This new texture patch is computed as a weighted composition of the
corresponding triangular sections in the associated target images;

4. texture-patches packing:
All the target image sub-sections and the set of resampled triangular texture
patches are packed into a single rectangular texture map, and texture coordinates
in the triangle mesh are updated accordingly.

3 Vertex–to–imagebinding

The goal of this phase is to assign to each mesh vertexv both avalid image setand a
target image, given the set of input images. Thevalid image setfor a vertexv is defined
as the subset of imagesIv = fikg such thatv is visible in ik and it is anon-silhouette
vertex.
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Fig. 1. Classification of the mesh vertices with respect to a given imageik: (A) silhouette vertices,
(B) non-silhouette vertices.

To verify if a vertexv is visible in a given imageik we must check that: the pro-
jection of v on the image plane is contained in the imageik, AND the normal vector
in v is directed towards the viewpoint (i.e. the angle between the normal and the view
direction has be lower thanπ=2), AND there are no other intersections of meshM with
the line that connectv and the viewpoint.
Possible mesh intersections on the line of sight are tested in the current implementation
by adopting a ray casting approach, accelerated by means of a uniform grid data struc-
ture [10]. The use of an hardware-accelerated z-buffer solution is also feasible (but will
produce results dependent on the rasterization resolution).

Moreover, vertices are classified with respect to a given image as:silhouette and
non-silhouettevertices. In the first case, at least one face oriented opposite to the view
point should exist in the fan of triangles inM that are incident inv (see Figure 1). We
avoid including in thevalid setimages in whichv is classified as a silhouette vertex
because possible small registration errors onv are easy to notice on these images.

If for a given a vertexv the valid image set is empty, then thevertex–to–image bind-
ing module will request that the user takes some more images, showing the area that
has not been sampled.
If, conversely, we have multiple images in the valid set, we initially select astarget im-
agethe one such that the angle between the surface normal inv and the view direction is
the smallest one, that is the image showing the lowest projective distortion with respect
to a small mesh area centered inv. See in Figure 2 an example of how much distortion
can be introduced while mapping an image to a nearly orthogonal mesh section.

4 Patch growing

In the previousvertex-to-imagebinding phase we worked on each mesh vertex inde-
pendently, without considering vertex and face adjacency. Mesh faces are mapped to a
given texture and classified as follows:
if the three vertices of a triangular facef are all linked to the same target imageik,
then facef is mapped on imageik with texture coordinates equal to the projection of its
vertices onik; this face is calledinternal face;
if, conversely, the vertices off are linked to two (or even three) different target images,
then facef is classified as afrontier face.

Because some aliasing might be introduced while resampling texture patch forfron-
tier faces (multiple images composition might introduce some degradation and smooth-
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Fig. 2. An example of twotarget images, (a) and (b); if we map image (b) on the mesh and render
a synthetic image (b1) using the same viewpoint of image (a), then we may note how poor and
distorted is the detail retrieved in the right-most side of the mesh; obviously, mapping image (a)
on this mesh section can give a much better local representation of the detail.

Fig. 3. Iterative local optimization of texture coverage on a sample mesh subsection: vertices are
initially assigned to three target images (represented by an hexagon, a square and a circle). Then,
we select a set of frontier vertices (indicated with arrows) and change their target images, obtain-
ing configuration (b), which now correspond to a local minimum. Frontier faces are indicated
with an“F” in (b).

ing, due to possible miss-alignment and color variation, see Subsection 5), we need to
minimize the percentage of frontier faces and produce a mapping where contiguous ar-
eas of the mesh will be mapped, as much as possible, on contiguous areas of the same
image.
A greedy iterative algorithm is therefore applied that analyzes each single vertex and
changes the target image association (i.e. thevertex-to-imagelink) if this updates re-
duces the global number of frontier faces. During the iterative process a vertex can
change multiple times its target image, until we get a minimum (see Figure 3). The
results produced in our experiments were very good (see an example in Figure 10 in
color plate and the results in Section 8). The few small isolated red regions in the fig-
ure remain after patch growing because, in this particular case, they are visible only
from the red-coded image. A similar approach has been adopted in [20] to optimize the
face–to–image mapping, but it is based on a more simple single step evaluation phase.

A different approach proposed by Marschner builds texture patches by taking into
account only the mesh topology [13]. A disadvantage of Marschner’s approach is that a
complete resampling is needed to build each circular texture maps; conversely, because
in our approach resampling is limited to the frontier faces only (see Section 5), our
output textures are noticeably less blurred.
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Fig. 4. Local registration phase: the section of the vase surface marked in image (a) is represented
(magnified) in images (b) and (c); an example of the ghost effect generated by a slight miss-
alignment is shown in the composite texture section shown in (b), while the more precise texture
section generated afterlocal registrationis shown in (c).

5 Patch boundary smoothing

Other view-dependent texture mappingapproaches blend at rendering time multiple
weighted textures [8, 16]. Conversely, we resample a new triangular texture patch for
eachfrontier face. This patch is computed as a weighted composition (or cross-fading)
of the corresponding triangular sections of the target images associated with the face
vertices.
Let us suppose that a set of three target imagesia; ib; ic is associated with the vertices
v1;v2;v3 of a given frontier facef . For each vertex off we have the corresponding
texture coordinates to the three target images. To build the corresponding triangular
texture patch we have firstly to decide its resolution (in texel units); this depends on the
corresponding resolution of the target images sections, to avoid to loose information
while blending the images.
Then, the frontier facef is scan-convert (using the above sampling step). For each sam-
pling point produced by the scan conversion, represented by its baricentric coordinates:
p= α v1+β v2+ γ v3 ; with α+β+ γ = 1 ,
we determine the corresponding three color valuesia[p̄a]; ib[p̄b]; ic[p̄c] in the three target
images. The colorcp to be assigned top (and stored in the texture patch) is therefore
computed as a composition of these three values, weighted using the barycentric coor-
dinate factors:
cp = α ia[p̄a]+β ib[p̄b]+ γ ic[p̄c] .

The sampling pointp might be not visible on one of the target images, due to a pos-
sible intersection of the meshM with the line of sight; in this case, the color contained
in this image is relative to another section of the mesh and therefore the contribution
of this image is not added (i.e. the corresponding barycentric coordinate is set to zero).
Visibility is therefore checked for each sampling point and each target image, by tracing
rays fromp to the viewpoints.

The detection of the triangular section in each target images which correspond to a
frontier face is critical, because we do not want to introduce discontinuity in the rep-
resentation of detail. A potential problem can be an insufficient accuracy of theImage
Registrationphase, due to: (a) an imprecise selection of the corresponding point pairs;
(b) the use of a simplified camera model that does not take into account all the possible
non-radial distortions of the real camera lenses; (c) the use of limited numeric preci-
sion in the computations of the camera parameters. These misalignments may produce
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Fig. 5. Local registration of the texture coordinates of a frontier face vertices that maps on
different target images.

ghost effects in the resampled triangular texture patches. Ghost effects are more easily
perceivable if the pictorial detail contains very thin lines or abrupt changes of the color
information (see an example in Figure 4). The vase used in our experimentation is a
very challenging object, because the pictorial detail is composed by many thin painted
lines.

To reduce drastically this possible aliasing we apply alocal registrationstep which
works on each single vertex of the frontier faces (in contrast to theImage Registration
phase, which works on the entire image). The goal of thelocal registrationis to re-
move small miss-alignments that can be introduced during the different phases of our
overall acquisition pipeline. Our solution is completely automatic and adopts an image-
processing approach (see Figure 5).
Shum and Szelinski noticed a similar problem in the registration of multiple images for
the construction of panoramic mosaics [21]. They propose a local alignment solution
which removes ghosting effects by dividing the images in patches, aligning the center
points of corresponding patches on different images, and then warping the images.
Our solution, conversely, ismesh-centered, in the sense that we start from the geometric
model and limit the texture warping and blending to the area associated to frontier faces.
For each frontier face we simply compute a local registration of the texture coordinates
of its vertices with respect to [at most] the three target images onto which the frontier
face maps. Let us see how our approach works.
For each frontier facef of the mesh we have: the three target imagesi1; i2; i3 associated
with the three verticesv1;v2;v3 of f ; nine texture coordinatesthk 2 R2, wherethk is the
texture coordinate relative to theh-th vertex on thek-th image. For each imageik is
defined also a projection functionPk : R3! R2 which computes the texture coordinate
corresponding to each mesh pointp (and obviouslythk = Pk(vh)).
During thelocal registrationphase we maintain fixed the texture coordinatestkk (that
is, for each vertex the corresponding coordinates on its target image remain fixed; e.g.
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Fig. 6. Even if only translations are computed for each vertex, the combination of all of these
transformations may result in aaffine transformationof the corresponding target image section.

Fig. 7. As an example, a stripe of frontier faces is marked by the thick white polyline (on the
left); the samevasesection is rendered on the right.

vertext11 in Figure 5). We process the vertices of facef one at the time. Starting from
vertexv1 of f , we compute an optimal translation of the texture coordinatest12 andt13
of the same vertex on the other two images. Each translation is computed by comparing
independently a section ofi1 with the corresponding sections oni2 andi3. For example,
to compute the optimal translation oft12, we select on the target imagei2 a rectangular
area centered on pointt12 (see Figure 5); for each texel in this area, we compute the
corresponding texel ini1 (by projecting it firstly on meshM using the inverse projec-
tion transformationP�1

2 associated withi2, and then projecting the obtained 3D point
again to the plane ofi1 using the associated projective mappingP1). Now we have
two corresponding texture subsections, immersed in the same space ofi2, that can be
aligned by maximizing the cross-correlation between these two image sections [3].
This process is iterated for each vertex, and returns six new texture mapping coordi-
nates. An example of the improved texture obtained after local registration is shown in
Figures 4 and 7.
Please note that even though for each vertex we compute a simple translation of its tex-
ture coordinates, the result of the application of different translations on a set of nearby
vertices can also correct empirically a slight rotation or scaling error introduced in the
Image Registrationphase. An example is in Figure 6.

Obviously, if there are no features in the image sections considered then thelocal
registrationreturns an identity transformation (but this is not a problem, because if the
images have no discontinuity or features of interest, then the local registration is not
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Fig. 8. On the left are shown (rendered wire-frame) the faces ofM which are linked to a particular
input image; in this case the corresponding texture section has an elongated shape, which can
cause some space overhead in the final textureTM (shown on the right).

needed at all).

6 Texture-patches packing

For each triangle inM we therefore have texture coordinates to either one of the initial
images or one of the triangular texture patches corresponding to frontier faces. In this
last sub-phase, all the target image sub-sections (e.g. the areas of the initial images
that have faces mapped into) and the set of triangular texture patches are packed into
a single rectangular texture mapTM, and texture coordinates in the triangle mesh are
updated consequently. We store all the detail in a single texture map to allow space/time
efficient rendering on standard graphics systems (e.g. OpenGL, VRML).

The first step is to extract from each target image the polygonal sections which have
been linked to some faces ofM. To simplify texture packing, we extract from each tar-
get image the minimalrectangulartexture area that contains each needed section (see
an example in Figure 8 in color plate, on the left). In case two rectangular areas on
the same target image have a non-empty intersection, then we decide to store inTM the
bounding rectangle of their unioniff the area of the union is smaller than the sum of the
two areas (see an example in Figure 9).
As for the triangular texture patches, we join pairs of these patches to form rectangular
areas (obviously, by joining pair of faces which have identical or similar size).
Then, all the rectangular texture sections are packed in a single textureTM (see Fig-
ure 8 in color plate) by using acutting-stockalgorithm [2]. Even if more sophisticated
solutions exist in literature for the polygonal area packing problem, this packing so-
lution has been chosen because it is simple to implement and sufficiently efficient (at
least, when the number of rectangular texture sections is not huge, as in the case of the
meshes used in our experiments).

It is obvious that, once packed, a triangular texture has adjacent patches in the
packed texture that are probably different from the ones assigned to the geo-topologically
adjacent faces. A packed texture therefore might not produce a proper filtering across
edges which are shared between all those triangle pairs that are now disjoint in the
packed texture. But this problem can be simply overcome by a keen sampling of each
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Fig. 9. The figure shows the possible combinatorial cases: in the case of configuration (A) and
(B) we pack inTM the bounding rectangle of the two sections (dashed area), because its size is
smaller than the sum of the two areas; conversely, in case (C) it is more efficient to pack the two
sections independently.

frontier facef . The associated triangular texture patcht f is resampled few pixels larger
than the required minimal size [7]. In this manner we ensure that at rendering time for
each scan-converted pixelpi 2 f we have that its texture coordinates are always internal
to the associated discrete texture areat f .

7 Perspective Distortion in Texture Mapping

One potential problem that can arise when mapping images taken from reality on a
3D geometry is the geometrical texture distortion that can be introduced. This because
we have a non-linear perspective transformation and a corresponding bilinear texture
interpolation (according to most hardware and software texture mapping systems). This
means that withoutimage rectificationof the texture (taking into account the respective
Z coordinates), textures mapped on a rendered face can appear distorted. This distortion
decreases as the image viewpoint is closer to being orthogonal to the triangle face. The
need to rectify textures to remove distortion also makes it difficult to merge rectangular
textures, as pointed out in other papers.

In our case, the job is much simpler because we can assume to have a mesh de-
scribed by small-area triangles (where triangle area is measured as the texel area of the
corresponding texture subsection); in this case the distortion may be really small, and
rectification may not be necessary.
Moreover, note that some recent hardware and API’s now allow the use of perspective
texture coordinates(u;v;w). These could be used to remove all the inherent distortion
in an image-based texture map, using the distance from camera to vertex as the thirdw
coordinate.

8 Evaluation of results

We report here the results obtained on two target objects. The first one is a ceramicvase
of Albissola, with a height of around 40 cm. and a very complex pictorial detail (mostly
thin painted lines). Thevasegeometry was acquired with a Cyberware 3030 range
scanner. The mesh obtained was originally composed of 2M faces, and it was simplified
down to 20,000 faces using the Jade 2.0 simplification code [6] with an accuracy of
0.17 mm. The second object is a small Capodimontestatue(around 25 cm. tall), whose
geometry was acquired using a CT scanner. The geometry, reconstructed via iso-surface
fitting on the volume model, is around 1.5M faces, and was simplified down to 10,000
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faces. In both cases, detail mapping has been done starting from the simplified models.
Texture images have been acquired by using a KODAK DC210, a commercial dig-

ital still camera which can be driven by software and supports a sufficiently high ac-
quisition resolution (1152x864) in true color. The detail of thestatuemodel, that has
a rather complex shape, was acquired by taking 14 different views. Conversely, only 8
views were sufficient for thevase.
Data processing times needed to perform the initialImage Registrationare obviously
user-dependent; in our case, the registration of each view is performed in less than 5
minutes. The automatic texture integration and patching process running time depends
on the number of total images and the complexity of the object mesh (i.e. the number of
faces and, only secondarily, the topologic complexity of the mesh). The running times
needed to process the two test objects were 191 seconds for thevaseand 132 seconds
for thestatue(on a SGI O2 R5000 180MHz).
The detail texture produced for thevaseis shown in Figure 8 in color plate. A visual
comparison of synthetic images and photographic images the real objects is in Figure 11
in color plate.

9 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a system for the semi-automatic acquisition of the pic-
torial detail of 3D free-form objects, and its integration with the 3D shape through
standard texture-mapping. In particular, detail observed in a small set of photographic
images is registered and patched on the input mesh (acquired with any automatic acqui-
sition methodology). Advantages of the process are the very limited user-intervention
required (i.e. selection of the view set, initial rough registration) and the high quality
results obtained, due to the original texture patching process proposed. In particular, the
global texture is produced as a patchwork of textures sections and gives a very precise
representation of the observed detail because of the image-based local registration of
the target images and the computation of resampled triangular texture patches for the
frontier faces.

Some possible extensions on which we are now working are oriented to the reduc-
tion of the possible chromatic variations between overlapping images (possible either
by increasing the width of the frontier region, or by adopting a multiresolution approach
which blends only low frequency texture information [4]).
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Fig. 10. An example of optimized frontier faces management: we have 1,137 frontier faces out of
the total 10,600 faces in the initial configuration on the left; we get only 790 frontier faces after
optimization (on the right).

Fig. 11. A comparison of the accuracy of the synthetic models (right)wrt the original object
images (left).
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